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ABSTRAcr 
The study WaS done at Kayinja landing site, one of the six gazzeted lancling sites located on the 
eastern side of Lake George, Kamwenge district to investigate illegal fishing practices on the 
lake. 
The objectives of the study were to identify the fish species most affected by illegal fishing, 
factors that drive illegal fishing on the lake, impact of illegal fishing to the fishery and 
livelihoods of the communities around the lake and to find out the prospect of ending illegal 
fishing on the lake. 
A participatory approach \vas Llsed during the study where fishels and fisheries staff were 
interviewed for the fish species targeted, current management approach so as to find out species 
at risk and anticipate the prospect or ending illegal fishing respectJvcly A]so past records of the 
daily catch ror a period of five years were used to study the trend henee ascertain the impact of 
illegalfishll1g to the fishery and livelihoods of the coml1lul1lties around. 
Results indicated that the most targeted fish hence otherWise affected by illegal fishing is 
OrcochlDlIlis nitofieus, the most immediate impact being a decline in fish stocks, whereas 
defining mechanisms to increase fish stocks through closed seasons and implementation of 
minimum mesh size policy being the prospect to end illegal fishing on the Jake. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTROOliCTION 
I 1.1 BACK GROl NO 
I For centuries, fisheries have suppolted local economies by providing steady employment and 
I 
income, and have served as a primary source of protein, particularly in developing countries. The 
importance of fisheries to the global economy and human nutrition has only increased as 
advances in technology have made it easier to harvest marine resources 
I Since 1960, global fisheries production has increased rapidly to the currcnt levcl of 132 million 
metric tonnes valued at over US$58 billion (MRAG, 2005). The total export value of the world 
I trade of fisheries and aquaculture products was US$58.2 billion in 2002 (FAO, 2004), half of 
which accrued to developing countries. 
A/so MRA '.(2005)reports that the trade in fish products between developing countries and 
markets in developed countries is 0 major source of" foreign exchonge ror the former estimated 
worth over USS8 billion per yeoI' Flsherles also provide employment lor over _i8 million fishers 
in developing coullt,·ies, malJ1Jy in Asia (84(1.,), total employment IJlcludmg assOCiated trades, 
input suppliers and fish processing probably exceeds 150 million (MRAG, 200S), 
Fisheries provide an important source of revenue tor many developmg countries. Net fisheries 
expolts amounted to US$l7.4 billion in 2002 in foreign exchange earnings ror developing 
countries, more than the net exports of coffee, cocoa, sugar and teo combined (MRAG, 2005). 
Fish provide the main source of animal protein to about one billion pcople globally. Fisheries are 
an important part of food security, particularly for many poor people iJl developing countries. In 
loyv Income food deficient countries they rnake up 220;(, of animal protein consumption overall. 
In coastal areas and around major river systems the dependence on fish is usually higher (FAO, 
2005). 
Fisheries contribute to the food security of 200 million Ar'r1cans and plovlde income for over 10 
million people. They support economic growth through CXpOI-tS ;)nd !Jlo\'lde environmental 
services, such as tOLlllsm through sport flShlllg. However- the potcntial or the sector is not being 
fulfilled (id2l, 2006). 
1 
Uganda is blessed with rich fisheries resources in its many lakes, rivers and wetlands. By Llsing 
these resources, the fisheries sector makes significant contributions to natiol1u! goals of poverty 
eradication and economic growth. With 18'/1) of its surface area covered by lakes and rivers and 
a favorable climate, Uganda has the potential to produce aboLlt 430,000 metric tones of fish 
annually. Nile Perch exports to the international markets which were 36,000 tones in 2005, 
dropped to 33,000 tones in 2006 (New Vision June 18th, 2(09) 
FlSh contrlbutes significantly to the health of Ugandans and economic prosperity. Over the bst 
15 years, the economic value of fish in Uganda has been growing and in 2005, it reached a 
record export level of US 143million (Keizire et aI, 2006) 
With an annual average per capita consumption estimated at 10 kg CFP, 2(04), fish is a key 
and cheap source of dietary proteins for many poor comlllllllities of Uganda. It is estimLlted that 
an uverage of 50% of the total animal protein consumed by Ugandans is derived from fish 
captured from the country's extensive and numerous water bodies (NFP, 2004). According to the 
poverty eradication action plan, 2004, the national planning authority recognizes ,'isheries as one 
0[' the \.vealth Cleating sectors in the economy li'olll the grounds of its ncltura) wealth. 
According to the estimates of value of cC1tch at the landing site, and guins from processing, 
transportation, and marketing including value uddition, fish is by any means u wealth creating 
natural resource. This is evidenced by its contribution of up to 6(10 of the national Gross 
Domestic Product (Banks, R, 2001). 
Given the importance offishing industry, there is a concern of what is likely to happen to the 
health and source of livelihoods to many Ugandan communities as a result of illegal, 
unregulated, and umeported fishing (IUU). A decrease in fish productiVIty, due to IUU, will 
make a bad situation worse given the fact that fisheries resources in lTganda's water bodies are 
already threatened by a variety of factors including pollution (by industrial effluents, 
agrochemicals, herbicides, pesticides, and semi-treated l1lunlcipal sewage tbelt cause massive 
algul blooms that lead to oxygen depletion),wetland degradation 
TIIegal fishing in particular incorporates the tenns that l'efcl- to illegal, unreported, ane! 
umegulated flshing. Illegal rtshing takes place when vessels operate III \Iolcltioll of the Clshery 
2 
I 
-, 
I 
laws. Unreported fishing is fishing that has been misreported to the relevant national authority or 
regional organization in contravention of applicable Javvs 3nd regulation. Unregulated fishing 
I 
refers to fishing by vessels without nationality or vessels flying the 1l3g of a country not party to 
the rcgiomd orgal1lzation govell1ing that fishing area (MRAG, 2009) 
1.2 PROBLE 1 STATEMENT 
I Illegal, Unregulated and unreported fishing has been reported in several Ugandan w3ters with 
both altisanal 3nd commercial fisheries. However, there is lack of detailed inforl113tion on the 
nature, extent, and effect of IUU for most fisheries in Uganda In p3rticular. information on the 
factors driving IUU, the species affected the quantities of fish taken by IUU fishing and imp3cts 
on fisheries resources sustainability 3nd livelihood of fishing communities is SCell1ty. 
1.3.JliSTlFTCATION 
Fish exports are one of the biggest foreign exchange eamers, yet illegal fishing is threatening the 
growth of the sector. The industry obtained S$150 (about shs 270 billion) in foreign exchange 
e3rtling in tbe ye31 2003: the second to coffee, but this growth continued to be threatened by 
illegal fishing c3lTied out by fishermen and sometimes protected by politicians (The status offish 
reporl, 2002) 
Illegal fishing Llsually has impact on the sLlst3inability of both targeted species and the 
ecosystem. The most obvious economic impact of illegal I-lshing on developing countries is the 
direct loss of value of the catches that could be taken hy local fishermen if illegal fishing was 
controlled. These losses include not only loss to the Gross National product, bUl also revenue 
from landing siles and also taxes payable by the leg31 fishing oper3tors. Such losses will continue 
to be incurred if research about the extenl of illegal fishing is not done so as to devise the 
appropriate mitigation measures to the problem. 
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1.4 OBJECTIVES OF TIlE RESEARCH 
1.4.) Overall ohjective 
The overed] objective of this study is to provide information on the extent and irnpacts of IUU 
fishing in Lake George, Uganda 
] .4.2 Specific ohjecti\'es 
I.	 To identify the fish species affected by IUU fishing in Lake George 
2.	 To investigate the factors that lead to IUU fishing in Lake George 
3.	 To determine the impacts of IUU fishing on the local fishing communities in Lake 
George 
4.	 To identify the prospect ending iJlegal fishing on Lake George 
l.S Research Questions 
r	 'Nhere are the fish taken after landing') 
,.	 What fish species are most affected by illegal fishing') 
r	 Wllat factors contribute to IUU on Lake George') 
r	 Wllat causes the levels of illegal 11shing to be diflerent between given lunding sites on 
the lake') 
r	 What is the prospect of ending illegal flshing in Luke George') 
.... 
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1.6.1 Overview of illegal fishing 
Illegal fishing takes many forms and can be classifled as using outlawed gears like small sized 
nets (less than 4.5 inch gillnet on Lake George), outlawed methods likc poisoning, explosives 
and unlawful practices such as fishing in closed hours, seasons and arcas, All these lead to 
catching immature fish. Immature fish are those that hove not yet reached the size of being 
catchable by lego) geaJ'. 
The economic losses for the local wider society resulting from such damage outweigh the short 
term individual gains by the users of the destructive methods. For example l.ganda suffered a 
ban on export of fish in early 2000 wllcn there was a peak in the use of chemical and pesticides 
to catch fish (OFR, 2003). 
The Il1land fisheries through out the world are under increasing stresses from rishing and 
environmental pressures (Balirwa, 2000).These have led to considerable shi ('ts in balance of fish 
population with the local of multi species fisheries and a rise to morc or less mono specific 
fisheries. ft is recognized that the inland water fishes are the most endangered group of 
vertebrates. Most fisheries in the tropics are exploited to levels that have produced substantial 
degradation in the assemblages. In temperate zones, recurrent over tishlng and regulation of the 
rivcrs and lake basin have altered the stocks. 
In noture, fishermen respond to environmental and fishing pressure by a series of cllaracteristic 
changes termed as fishing down process (Welcome, 1(99). The process involvcs successive loss 
of larger individuals and species in favor of small and sh0l1lived inchviduaJs. 
1.6.2 General causes of illegal fishing 
There are several factors that cause illegal lishing among which is popuL.1tion growth, greed for 
wealth, shared resources, cultural beliefs, inadequate funding from the government. poor or 
inefficient management approaches (Kamanyi, 19(6). 
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Increased human population results into substantial increase in the number of fishermen at the 
landing site. This problem of too many people searching for few t1sh creates problems of over 
fishing and resource depletion. 
Okaronon, (1992), reports that cuJtural beliefs and practices significantly contribute to the use of 
bad fishing methods. Most fishing communities still carry the misconception or the common 
property resource where management depends on thell wish of exploit3tion hence disregard the 
sCientific appro3ch to manage the fisherIes resource Soci31 beliefs, culturJI practices and 
ignorance on sustainability stimulate illegallishing. 
1.6.3 Impacts of illegal, unreported and unreported fIshing 
Illegal fisJling is detrimental to fish stocks in that it reduces the stock size as wei] as its 
reproductive ability When young fish are caught, the future brood stock is removed, hence 
future recruitment is not possible, 3 situation tenned as recruitment over llshing. 
Muhoozi (2002) reports that on Lake Victoria, changes in flshmg effort were coupled with 
declining catches pel' unit effort and these changes were considered indicators of declining 
fishery, suggesting that the fishing effort was not sustainable. 
The effects of I U fishing r'lJ1ge from econOllllC loss to environmental impacts. Jlleg3l fishing is 
reported to result into direct loss of the value of the c3tches that could be taken by local 
fishermen if illegal 1ishlng was not tzl1<.ing pl,lce MRAG (2005) found oul In Liberia for Instance 
thaI, elimJllation or illegal fIshing could Innease GNP by IllOI'e than 4(~) Globally, the losses are 
estimated 10 be US$ 9 billion and US$ 24 billion annualJy corresponding to 11 and 26 million 
tones of total Ilsh and 10 to 22% of the total tisheries prociuction (DFID, 2009). 
In Uganda, the reduction 1I1 fish export has been reported to be gc;:ned by Jllegal fIshing, for 
example a decline from 366,000 metric tones of tish in 2005 to only about 328,000 metric tones 
in 2006 (New Vision, March 13 tll 2007) 
Lake George directly Ol indireclly supports districts of Kasese, Bushenyi, and Kamwenge. It is a 
major source of direct livelihood for most people with in vicinity. 
6 
In spite the lake being a great source of wealth, a substantial segment ot" people in communities 
that depend on the lake are poor. For example, 396'11, of people in iVlahyoro sub county 
(Kamwenge), 46.5%> in muhokya and Lake Katwe sub counties (Kasese) and 58.2% in katunguru 
(Bushenyi), are considered poor (Keizire et ai, 2006).This is partly attached to the decline in 
stocks of tish as a result ofTUU fishing on tJle lake. 
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CIJAPTF.R 2: MATERIALS A 0 METHODS 
2.J STUDY AREA 
Lake George is one of the five major lakes in Uganda and is located In the southwest of the 
country. It lies in the western branch of the Great Rift Valley. Also the lake lies on the equator at 
OOOO'N30" 12'£ and at an altitude of 914m above sea level and covers all area of 250km2 with a 
catchment area of 9,705km2 Lake George has its main catchment area in the Rwenzori range. 
The major source of allochthonous materlal is ugricullure in the northeastern boarder of the lake. 
The luke is very shallow wlth the mean depth of 2.5m and a maximum depth of 4.5m. 
(http:,/en.\vlkipedia.org'wjki/Lake_George_ (Ugallclu)) 
The lake is fed by numerous rivers that arise in the Rwenzori Mountalns to the northeast of the 
luke. The main inf10ws include rivers; Rumi, Mubuku, unci Nsonge from Rwenzori und Mpanga, 
Dura from northeast of the lake (Keizire et ai, 2006). The northem lake shore is lined with 
papyrus swump up to 21 krn long and 14km wide that occupy more than half the area designated 
as a Ramsal' slte The lake has a single outlet, the Kazinga channel which drains the southwestern 
comer of the lake und runs 36km into Lake Edward (Musinguzi et 81, 2(03) 
Despite the lake's shallow depth, seasonal changes in water levels are less than Im, with the 
highest level occurring in May to June and November to January, shortly after two se8sonal 
peaks in rainfall Therefore, hydrologically, the lake is stable. 
01ttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_George_ (Uganda)) 
The lake is naturally eutrophic with a h1ilh phytoplanktonic hiom8ss which results in low water 
transparencies. The rate of primary production is almost constant all year round and depends 
upon uptake of nutrients derived mainly from orgunic decompositlOll in the mud (Mus1l1guzi et 
aL 2003) 
The most remarkable feature of Lake George compared with other tropical lakes is the high 
productivity coupled with high stability of the biomasscs of its org8Ili:5!11s. This is due to its 
shallowness, st3ble water level and the frequent winds in all seDSOIlS which circulate nutrients 
from mud almost continuously. 
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With respect to fisheries, Lake George is a diverse fishery but primarily of 'ile tilapia (locally 
known as Engege), Bagrus docl11ac (locally known as Semutundu), Lung fish (locally known as 
Emamba), and African cattish (locally known as Emale) (Keizire et al., 20()()) Due to the excess 
etlon, districts nround these areas have dosed nccess system limitlng the number of fishers and 
annual effort. Each district is given and Iimited to a specified quota of etfolt Therefore, unJ ike 
Jakes Victoria and Kyoga, which have open ended licensing, effort on Lake George is controlled 
with a specified number of canoes and with a knovin number of nets annually 
About 1'4 of the lake shore Iies within the boundaries of Queen EI izabeth national park; a cause of 
challenge for the livelihood strategies of the people livll1g in the fish landing sites with in the 
boundaries. This presents challenges in terms of livelihood options ane! access to other natural 
resources such as fuel wood for those people living in the tishing villages within the protected 
area boundaries 
The lake supports cOl1U11ercial fisheries with eight landing sites in total; six of them on Lake 
George and two on Kazinga channel. They include; Mahyoro, Kahenclero, Hamukungu, 
Kashaka, Kasenyi and Kayinja (case study) landing sites. Kayinja landing site in particular is 
located on the eastern side of Lake George. 
9 
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2.2 l\lETHOD 
The landing sites residential area was divided into four sections and random somples of 
respondents were taken from each of these sections to whom questionnaires were administered. 
Interview questionnaire were administered to collect information obout fishery such as COlllillon 
gears used, fish species that are most targeted, people Illvolved, how they operate, their attitudes 
towards sustall1ability of the lake fishery and their participation in management. The data 
obtained were arranged into four groups representing each of these sections before subsequent 
merging to obtain the overall views of the respondents. The merged vie'ws were used to obtain 
information on the factors drive fishers to\vards using illegal tish1l1g practIces as well as fish 
species that are vulnerable to the etlect of IUU fishing 
During the interview from the ['our sections of the resldentlal area, a total of 40 respondents were 
picked randomly using an appropriate randomization proccclme I'rom a certain viable "vorking 
age group that were identified by the investigator. 
Past records of daily fish catches as well as revenue collected were used to study the trend of fish 
output for at least i~ve past years so that the conclusion dra\vn was llsed to ascertain the impact of 
illegal fishing practices on the fish stocks as well as livelihoods of the adjacent communities. 
At the landing site, observation of the management attributes by the fisheries officials against 
IUU fishing was made and the data obtained were used to study the relationship between the 
current measures against illegal fishing practices and the response towards these measures by the 
fishers. The information obtained was used to anticipate whether, with the current level of 
fisheries management on Lake George, IU U fIshing can be brought down or not; and if not, what 
should be done to have the practice of IUU fishing brought to 8 minl111111l1 ThiS \vas answered by 
opinions derived I'rom the questionnaires. 
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2.3 Data quality control 
, The respondents were interviewed separately In order to reduce chances of one 
respondent influencing the opinion of the other. 
T The respondents were chosen randomly to ensure that errors vvere randomly distributed 
and views obtained from a wide range of respondents. 
T The interviews were face to face and conducted by one person to maintain integrity. 
r The interviews were conducted in neutral places In order to stimulate thinking and avoid 
bias. 
2.4 Limitation of the study 
The fishers could mistake the researcher as law enforcement ofticial hence hIde some crucial 
information about their activities. 
2.5 Data analysis 
In the data analysis, calculation of geometric mean was done to determine the annual percentage 
change for each species hence determine which specie that is most affected by fUll fishing. 
Also, calculation of arithmetic mean was used espeCIally in the calculation of central tendency of 
tbe distribution of net sizes and sizes or the iish landed in relation to the laws goverlllng the use 
of gears in the fishing industry of Uganda. This was done to measure the degree of deviation or 
conformity to the acceptable values and sizes and using t-test to determine whether tIle sizes of 
the nets used by illegal fishers were significantly less than those acceptable by the laws and 
predict what this may result to the fishery. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 
3.1: Species of 6sh mostly allected by illegal fishing 
3.1.1: Species of fish targeted 
A survey of the fishing community at Kayinja landing site revealed that the fish species targeted 
most by men and women is Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus). Other species targeted include 
lung fish (protopterus aethiopicus), catfish (clarias gariepinus) and silver catfish (Bagrus 
docmak). The differential preferences to fishing the above fish species are summarized in Figure 
3-1 below. 
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Figure 3-1: Proportion of fishers who target particular fish species in Kayinja landing site, Lake 
George. 
The reasons given by respondents for preferring Nile tilapia to other fish species included: high 
demand for the species, its dominance and availability in the lake, and the good profits realized 
from the sales of the species (Figure 3-2). 
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Figure 3-2: Reasons for the preference of Nile tilapia to other fish species in Lake George, 
Uganda. 
None ofthe respondents was found to deal in either catfish or mudfish alone but would fish them 
in combination with other fish species. The reason given was that the economic returns of fishing 
catfish or silver catfISh alone do not satisfy the investment needed to start the business, the 
species being less abundant and the consumer resistance they meet. 
3.1.2 Fish sizes landed at kayinja landing site per sp«ies 
Table 3-1: The distribution oftilapia fish sizes at kayinja landing site 
Ranges of Size of fish Average number of fish landed
 
landed (cm) per day
 
<17 120 
18-22 35
 
>22 26
 
Total 180
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Results from table 3-1 above show that that the majority or Tllapia fishes landed al'e less than 17 
em TL. Thus, results show that a larger proportion of fish catch comprises mainly those that are 
vulnerable to 3.5 inch mesh size. These fishes are young that they are not yet recruited to the 
fishery of a recommended size. 
Table 3-2: The distribution of Proloplcrus aClhiopicus sizes at kayinja landing site 
Size of Protopterus fish landed Average number landed per day 
~ 
(cm) 
30-40 IS 
41-50 26 
I51-60 28 
_. _._- _.­f------. 
-
--
------1- - .. 1
"'60 16 
, 
Total J95 I 
For Proloplerus, results show a slight size increase as majority of fish landed were Ij'Teater than 
51 cm total length. When fIshermen were asked about landlllg Protoptcrus less than 41 cm total 
length, they claimed that these were by-catches that get entangled in the nets as the nets are being 
hauled out of water. However, from observation, tllis was not the case. Fishers use a given gear 
desi b'11ed for catching other fish to catch Protopterus 
Nile tilapia is thus more aflected by illegal fishing compared to Protoptcrus as the majority of 
tilapia fish landed is less than 17 cm TL whereas that of Protoptr"/'/IS was greater than 51 cm TL 
15
 
3.1.3 Quantity of fl, Ii l'lllded per t1sh species 
Table 3-3 Comparative catch of differcnt fish species in 2004 and 2009 
ISpecies 
Catch in kilograms 
I 
2009\2004 1
 
Orcochromis lIitu/feus 153,740 --~50~
 
1 
I 
Protop/erus octhiopicus 1195,662 ]38,872 
Clorios gariepil1us 25,893 17,846 I 
I 
Bogrus docmole \59,591 -1-3, ! 6] I 
Source: Mahyoro sub-county catcheS assessment survey 
The average percentage deuease '-'or the catches over a period 01':5 years was cJlculated for each 
species and results suml118rized in the table 3-4 below. 
Table 3-4: Pelccntage annual decline for each species 
~. II
 
Fish species Nile tilapia Lung fish catfish I Mud fish
 
1----­
i 
Average % 16.8 7. ] 7.7 ()()
 
decrease I
 
i I
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Thus, the catches of Nile tilapia, Lung fish, Catfish and Mudfish ha\,e been decreasing at an 
average rate of 16,8(j!o, 7,1 %,7,7% and 6,6% respectively, annually from 2004 to 2009, Also this 
shows that the most affected fish species is Nile tilapla 3S it represents the greatest alUlual 
percentage decrease of 16,8(Yn, 
3.2 Factors 111M lotivate illegal fi hing at Kayinja landinu site 
Illegal fishing is evident at kayinja landing site and a close examination of the factors that 
motivate illegal fishing revealed that it is not caused by a single factor but a multiple of them and 
some' arising from others, 
3,3,1: Level of awareness about bad fishing practices 
Asked if the fishers were aware of any bad fishing practice, 8Y% of the fishers claimed to be 
aware with only 15% who were not aware, 
Table 3-5 Level of awareness of fishermen about bad fishing pr3ctices at Kayinja landing site, 
Lake George, 
Level a r awareness % 0 f fishers 
Aware 85 
Not aware ' 15 
Although many of the fishers were aware of illegal fishing practices, a majority of them were not 
aware of the disastrous effects to the fishery that could arise from illegal flshing, 
3,3,2: Inf1uence of ready market for fish 
About 90% of the total fish landed at Kayinja landing site is sold in Bwera market at Uganda ­
Democratic Republic of Congo border, with the remaining llsh being consumed by the local 
inhabitants, 
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There are several market outlets that are near Kayinja landing site such as Bunyaruguru, Thanda 
and Kasese but fish is ever sold there instead transported far to the border where there are high 
prices for the small sized fish. 
3.3.3 Monitoring ofthe fisheries resources 
The measure most used to control illegal fishing at the Kayinja landing site night patrols by the 
fisheries officials who confiscate illegal gears along with the immature fish. When the fishers 
were asked about the efficiency of the patrols in reducing illegal fishing, few of them responded 
that it was good whereas the majority showed their unsatisfilction with the strategy. 
Go c! 
Fairv good 
FJI 
Poor 
Figure 3-3: Efficiency of patrols in controlling illegal fishing 
3.3.4 Cultural beliefs and illegal fishing 
The following are classical responses from fishers when asked about continued use of illegal 
fishing methods: God given resources are inexhaustible thus fish has to be there so long as there 
is water; The grand parents and descendants used the same methods without restriction and fish 
has never disappeared from the lake; Catching adult fish is hard and requires a lot of effort; 
When too young fish are caught fish hide and become harder to catch. 
Such cultural esteems usually conflict with science and fishers are reluctant to stop using illegal 
gears and methods for a resource they think is inexhaustible irrespective of the long tenn impacts 
to the fishery. 
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3.3.5 Prices 0 r' the different gears 
Results from table 3-6 below show that the prices of giJlnets are all the same for different mesh 
sizes. Therefore, fishers have no motivation to use a 4.5 inch mesh gillnet for [he same price at a 
reward of low catch and choose to use small mesh-size gillnets for example 3.5 inches at the 
same price for a bigger catch. 
Table 3-6: Cost of the nets as per size 
-- ---
..­
I <Ji~t mesh sizes (inches) Price per net (shs) 
3.0 4000 
3.5 (95) 40UO 
4.0 4000 
4.5 4000 
[ 5.0 4UU()1 
3.3 Assessment of the impact of iIIegll! t1!olhillg 
3.31 Examination of tishing grounds 
The majority of' the fishers who vvere involved in commercial fishing ",!ere found not have 
defined fishing grounds but fishing any where [hey suspect tish to be more abundClnl (Figme 3­
7). These ushers catch their fish offshore. HO\vever, a small number of fishers who claimed to 
be having specific fishing grounds were those who fish in inshore w:llcrs with comparatively 
smaJl boats and lower numbers of extremely small mesh sized gillnets 
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Table 3-7: The definition of the fishing grounds by the fishers 
Fishing ground Percentage 
Specific 
22 
l-­
I on-specific 78 
I 
= 3.3.2 Observation of the fishing gear in use 
Of the respondents interviewed, 98'/;) or the fishers use gill nets v\'hclcas only 2'% usc hooks 
(Figure 3-4). Cast nets and traps were observed at the landing site Various reasons were given 
why most fishers prefer to use gillnets. These include the fact that the lake's dominant fish 
species hence the most targeted is Nile tilapia and the high susceptibility of :'--ide tilapia to 
gillnets compared to other gear types makes gillnets most prefened. 
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Good ColIC Ilcs 
Not easllv <,tol(211 
..t Y to U~C..' 
Figure 3-4: Reasons for preferring g1llnets for fishing at Kayinja landing site, lake George. 
3.3.3: An examination ofthe gillnet mesh size 
A wide range gillnet mesh sizes are used at Kayinja landing site ranging from 3.0 incbes to 4.5 
inches. The number ofgillnets used increase with the increase in mesh size (Figure 3-5). 
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Figure 3-5: The distribution ofgillnet mesh sizes and average number per boat 
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Majority of the fishers use gillnets of mesh size 3.5 inches locally called 95 with only few of the 
fIShers using 4.5 inch mesh giUnet while no fisher was found using gillnets of mesh size5.0 
inches (Figure 3-6). A t-test was carried out to determine tile degree of confonnity to the 
required number ofgillnets used per boat and results revealed that the number of gillnets used is 
significantly greater than the maximum recommended (t=5.5, p =:D.Ol, df==3). 
It was also found that fishers use nets meant for one species offish (for example tilapia spp) to 
catch other species of fish such as Protoptems and end up catching inunature and undersized 
Protopterns. 
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Figure 3-6: Distribution of mesh sizes and the proportion of fishers using them at Kayinja 
landing site, Lake George. 
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3.3.4 Fish catch analysis 
3.3.4.1 Quantity of fish landed 
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Figure 3-7: Totnl annual fish catch at Kayinja landing site, Lake George between 2004 and 2009 
There has been a steady decline in fish catch since year 2005 and It shows no prospect of 
increasing if no nction is taken. This is partly attributed to increase in cllol't "mill 15 boats to 34 
boats at the landing at the licensing exercise in 2003 (Figure 3-7). 
3,4 Prospect of ending illegal fisbing 
3.4.1 Minimum mesh size policy 
Only 10% of the total fishers agree and comply with minimum mesh size policy, ()9'!;, of the 
fishers dgree with it but are not willing to comply \vhilc 2 I'/';, of the lisllers do not e\en agree 
with it (Figure 3-8). 
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Figure 3-8: Level ofcompliance with the mesh size policy at Kayinja landing site, Lake George. 
3.4.3 Closed seasons 
Asked about the policy of closed seasons, the majority of the fishers (65%); seemed to be 
worried of the declining stocks of fish and showed their willingness to the adoption of closed 
seasons in order to allow fish to rejuvenate. However, 35% of the fishers do not agree with the 
policy of closed season stressing their concerns on lack of alternative livelihoods during the 
closed season. 
Figure 3-9: Level of compliance with the policy of closed seasons at Kayinja landing site, Lake 
George. 
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CHAPTER 4: 01 CliSSION AND CONCLU IONS 
4.1 Specie of Ii II mostly affected by illcO'~ll fishing 
Results indicated that Nile tilapia (Orcochrol11is nilotlcus) was the species most targeted by 
fishermen The high preference for 0 ni!oticllS can be attributed to the high demand for the 
species, its dominance and availability in the lake, and the good profits reali7,ed I'ram the sales of 
the species, 
None of the fishermen interviewed was found to deal in either catfish or mudfish alone but 
would fish them in combin8tion with other fish species, The reason given \Vas that the economic 
returns of fishing cattish or lTIudfish alone do not satisfy the investment needed to start the 
business, the species being less abundant and less prefenecl by consumcrs" 
Results also revealed that the majority of 0 lIilot;cus landed were less than 17 cm TL 
conesponding to the 3,5 inch mesh size gillnets, These arc young flshes that are not yet 
recruited to the fishery, Hence capturing fish with the 35 inch gillnet is a potential cause of 
grov.;th over-fishing in the lakes (catching fish before they have 8 chance to grayv to a bigger 
size), 
The landing of under-sized Protoplerus (fethio/licus, claimed to be a result of by-catch were 
fish get entangled in the nets set for other species, However, from personal observation, this was 
not l'he case, Fishers use a given gear designed for catching other fish to catch Protopterus, This 
has an impact of catching immature fish that would be spared if the right gear for the particular 
spec ie was used, 
The catches of Nile tilapia, Lung fish, Catfish and Mudl'ish have been decreasing at an average 
rate of 16,811(1, 7,1%, 7,7 u/u and 6,6°/1) respectively, annL1811y flam 2004 to 2009 This shows thal 
tbe most JiTeeted species is Nile tilapia with an annuLl] percenl<\gc decrc"lsc doubling other 
species, Similarly, the total annual income from fishing has declined Cram 42.8 million to 
26,3million with in the same time domain representing an anllUJ] percelltJge decrease of 10.2%, 
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4.2 Factors th~lt motivate illegal ti 'hing at Kayinja landing site 
Illegal fishing is evident at kayinja landing site and a close examination or the factors that 
motivate illegal fishing revealed that it is not caused by a single factor but a multiple of them and 
some arising from others. 
About awareness of the fishers, 85% of the fishers claimed to be aware with only 15% who were 
not aware, Jrrespective of their a'vvareness, illegal fishing is still existent. The root cause of this is 
livelihood constraints. The southern and western parts of Lake George border Queen Elizabeth 
national park. while the nOlihern part is covered by a wetland (Lake George Ramsar site). This 
makes cultivation by the fishing villages minimal yet they have to survive~ leaving them with the 
only option of catching as much fish as possible. They see themselves as Jmpovelishecl, resource 
constrained with t'ew options hence vulnerable. 
Although many of the tishers are aware of iJlegal fishing practices, a majority of them are not 
aware of the disastrous effects to the [ishery that could arise flam Jilegal tishing. However, the 
fishermen were able to point out the dangers of illegal tishing: Wl1en too young fish are caught, 
the prices are very low,catching too many j'ish causes fish to become few in the lake, and 
catching too young fish can eam you a police arrest or destruction of gear 
This shows that fishers are aware of the issues of resource sustainability and can predict how 
stock can l"espond to changes in the activities of the tishers However, despite their general 
knov.,,\edge about the dangers of catching too many young fish, the flshermen are not aware of 
the magnitude of the problem of harvesting future recruits and its implications for the fishery .. 
Assessment of tbe markets r'or young fish revealed that 90(% of the total fish landed is sold in 
Bwera market at the Uganda - Democratic RepUblic of Congo (ORC) border with the remaining 
fish being consumed by the local communities. The demand for lish in the Uganda-ORC border 
region is high that supply is favored by high p1'1ces. For steady deiivery \hcrel'ore, the traders 
need constant landing of fish which encourages use of illegal gear. ThiS high demand for small 
sized fish stimulates the fishers to search for more fish but with 8 limited success if the [·jght gear 
is used. 
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One of the measures used to curb illegal fishing on the lake 1S the use of patrols by the fisheries 
officers who end up confiscating undersized nets but because of individual greed for money and 
pursuit of self interests, the confiscated nets are again sold to other fishers resulting into a 
confiscate-reinstate vicioLlS cycle making efforts to end illegal Jishing ,1 I11ghtmare. Even with the 
current co-management that was once thought to reduce on illegal fishing practices under Beach 
management unit program, the politics at work grant powers to democratically elected leaders 
with little or no knowledge on the resources themselves The BMU committee that is 
democratically elected has a chairperson with absolute po\Vers~ sometimes m8king uninfolll1ed 
decisions in the pursuit of self interest. 
Cultural beliefs are closely linked to jllegal tishing. Fishermen interviewed revealed that they 
believe God given resources are inexhaustible thus tish hds to be there as long as there IS water. 
They also mentioned that their grandparents and descendants used the same methods without 
restriction and fish has never disappeared hom the lake. They also saie! catching adult tish IS 
hard and requires a lot of effort as fish fish hide and become h<.lldel· to catch. 
Such cultural esteems usually conflict 'vvith science and rishel'S ale reluctant to stop using illegal 
gears and methods for a resource they think is inexhaustible irrespective of the long term impacts 
to the fishery. 
4.3 The impHct of illegnl Hshing 
The majority of the fishers who are involved in commercial fishing do not have defined fishing 
grounds but fishany where they suspect fish to be more abundant. These tishers catch their tish 
offshore. However, a small number of fishes who have specitic tlshing ground tish in inshore 
waters with comparatively small boats and lower numbers of extremely small mesh-sized 
gi llnets. 
Having no defined flshing ground has an ecological implication to the tishery because tishermen 
can encroach on the breeding zones of fish. Similarly, fishing In shallow inshore waters lS 
detnmental to the fishery as these sites are deSIgnated breeding and nursery grounds for fish 
Fishing in such areas removes the ripe females especially during the spawning season hence' 
reducing on the broodstock. 
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In addition, the young fish that use these areas as nursery sites may be fished before they are 
recruited as adults in open waters. 
Furthermore, fishing in these sites causes stress to young fish as \\Ie] I ZlS the spawillng adults 
thereby affecting their growth, maturity and reproduction. 
Offshore fishing at Kayinja landing site is done fm more than 10 homs daily, usually overnight. 
ue to the high number of gilJnets, the fishermen leave the nets in the water for a whole week 
and retrieve the caught fish every morning. This however has a detrimental effect in that nets 
create a fence like structure in water and breeding tish have no 1'00111 to escape during their 
upstream migration to spawn. 
Various reasons were given why most tishers prefer to use gill nets and not other gears. Results 
showed that majority of the respondents (69%) perceive that use of gillnets leads to higher 
catches than other gears. The reason for this is that the lake's dominanttish species hence the 
most targeted is . ile tilapia and the high susceptibility of' Nile tilapia to gillnets than any other 
gear makes gillnets most preferred fishing gear 
Howevel', there is a problem with the majority of the fishers using gillnets because it IS 
accompaned by active tishing that involves beating of waters to 10rcel'<.I11y drive the Fish to the 
previously set nets. This is termed as "tycooning". This has an adverse effect of dIsrupting the 
lake ecosystem in the short run through indiscriminate tishing and affecting recruitment in the 
long run through disrupting breeding grounds if carried out in breeding zones, forcing mouth­
brooding species such as Nile tilapia to release their young in the nmsery ground thereby 
exposing the less active newly hatched larvae to natural predation hence putting recllJitment of 
such stock Zit stake. 
The increased number of under-sized gdlnets used results in indiscriminate fishing that catches 
juvenile fish, thus reducing future recruitment, a condItion caUed growth over-fishing. This, 
coupled with the increased fishing pressure on the fishery resources of Lake George may not 
match with the ability of the lake to replenish the stocks, as sigilltied by the decline in fisb 
catches. 
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The majority of the fishers use gill nets of mesh size 3.5 inches locally called 9) with only few of 
the fishers using 4.5 inch mesh gillnet while no fisher uses giJlnets of mesh size50 inches. 
There has also been a steady decline in fish catch since year 2005 and It shows no prospect of 
rising [1' no action is taken. This is partly attributed to inncase in effort ['rom 15 boats to 34 boats 
3t the landing during the licenSing exercise in 2003. There has also been a pl'Ogressive increase ill 
the quantity of fishing gear used that has put t more pressure Oll the already reduced stocks 
resulting in low catches. This is justified by the current average number of gillnets (250) 
compared to the maximum of 50 nets that could be found in any boat ill 2004. 
4.4 Prospect f ending illegal fishing 
Results indlcated that 10%) of the total fishers 3gree and comply With minimum mesh size 
policy, 69(11) of the fishers agree with it but are not willing to comply whde 21 % of the fishers do 
not agree with it. This implies that tlshers hardly comply with minimum mesh size limits, and 
thus buy gillnets, with mesh sizes close to the recommended so as to satisfy the law but obtain 
maximum catches 3t the same time. Fishers claim that, v\lith the reduced stocks, catching fish 
with large sized mesh gillnets is relatively hard and requires a lot effort that IS even more 
expensive 
However, a 4.5 inch mesh gillnet which is the recommended minImum mesh size can only 
capture adult [ish and those that have been rcnuited into the fishery. Therefore, strict policy 011 
minimum mesh size would reduce on the level of illegal tishing. 
Enforcement of closed season would require the fishers to ce3se tishJJ1g during the period of 
reduced stocks in order to allow fish to rejuvenate. However, the worry is having little or no 
alternative livelihoods TIlliS, the fishers seem to be impovenshed, resource constrained and 
vulnerable dming the period of closed se3son but would be inspired to usc legal gear aftcr the 
stocks have increased 
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4.5 CO CLLJSfO S 
The most targetedtish specIes by men and women at Kayin.ia landing site is Nile tilapia 
(Oreochronzis n!lollcus) The reasons for preferring Nile tiJapia to other fish species include: 
high demand for the species, its dominance and availability in the lake, and the good profits 
realized from the sales of the species. Nile tilapia is also the tish species most atlected by illegal 
fishing. 
Illegal fishing is evident at Kayinja I,mding site ranging from lise small sized gil1nets, fishing in 
shallow waters which are breeding zones, fishing during closed seasons, active fishing involving 
tycooning that scares fish into nets and prolonged traping of fish The r'<Jctors that motivate 
illegal fishing revealed that it is not caused by a single factor but a multiple or' them and some 
arising from others. These include availability of re8dy market for immature fish, influence of 
cultural beliefs, inef1icient monitoring of the fisheries resources, and limIted livelihood 
alternatives. 
Having no defined fishing grounds has ecological implications to the fishery as tishermen will 
encroach on the breeding zones of fish which which leads to removal of the current brood stock 
and future recruits. The use gillnets as a dominant gear has an Impact that it is <1cc3mp3igned by 
active fishing that involves beating of waters to forcefully drive the fish into the previously set 
nets This has an adverse effect of dislUpting tish ecosystem 111 the short lUn through 
indiscriminate fishing and a long run effect by compromisll1g recruItment 
Illegal fishing has also been linked Lo decline of fIsh catches justified by the total annual income 
from fishing which has declined from 42.8 million to 2Cdmillion from year 2004 to 2009 
representing an annual percentage decrease of 10.2%. 
Irrespective of livelihood constraints, dellnition of fishing grounds, est<1blishing closed seasons 
and enforcement of minimum mesh size policy would be satisfactory III reUlIclJ1g illegal fishing. 
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4.6 RECOMMENDATfO S 
There is need to balance power based on cleady defined rights and duties between government 
and communities. This requires re-organizing Beach management units so that they gain local 
support and backing, and devote more effort to building capaclty und confidence of the 
community to m8nage the resource. 
There is need to develop mechanism to discourage suppliers of un-recommended fishing gears 
This could be achieved by prohibitively Increasing the taxes on undersized geMS while legal 
meshes be exempted from taxation or taxes m8de low. 
• 
The policy formuJ8tion process should be designated to directly involve the reSOUl'ce users as 
well as fisheries and Jaw enforcement oftlcers at the lake in a bottom to top formulation system 
rather than the Clll'rent top to bottom system that does not involve fishers much~ 8n example is 8 
policy of closed seasons. 
cwly formulated policies should be tested in the field to examine the fe(lsibility before 
implementation. This would ensure formulation of policies that are (lcccptable and could be 
easily adopted by the resource users. 
Sensitizatlon of the fisheries communities should not only be on the right type of gear to use but 
also the likely impact the gear that they use. Thus government should prOVIde more funding and 
facilitation to the fisheries department to enable sensitization and monitoring of the fisheries 
resources. 
Also the fishers should be given a subsidy in form of discount on the price of the recommended 
gears and the illegal gems be made expensive to discourage the fishers from bUYll1g them. 
There is also need to explore the economic instruments such as incentives to enforcement 
oftlcers based on the amount of illegal fish or ge8r one impounds in order to reduce corruption. 
Aquaculture should be explored in order to relieve the fishing press lire on the 13ke in addition to 
increasing production levels thereby ensUl'ing Imge amounts of fish available for both intern81 
and ex ternal market. 
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ANNEX 1 
Interview schedule for tishers 
1. Age: . 
2. Sex: . 
3. Nationality: . 
4. For how long have you been fishing') 
5. How many boats do you own') 
6. How many hours do yOLi fish a day') 
~ I hOUI 
-. 2 to 5 hOUIS 
. 6 to 10 hOUIS
 
, flore than 10 hours
 
7. What type of fish do yOLi catch? 
Oreochl'Ol!1is lIilotielis (Nile tiJapia) 
Protopterus octhiopiCLlS (Lung fish) 
Bagrus doc/11uk (mud fish) 
, Oarios goriepinlls (Catfish) 
8. Which type of gears do you Lise') 
GiII nets
 
:J Hooks
 
. Beach sei nes 
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=:i Cast net 
r Traps 
9. Why do you use this speci fic gear')
 
Cheap
 
Good catches
 
Not easi Iy stolen
 I I 
1 Easy to use 
10. Where do you get your gears from? 
11. Do you have specific fishing grounds') 
12. a) Are you aware of any fishing rules')
 
b) Which ones do you know')
 
13. Do you know any bad fishing methods') 
14. Why do you think fishers continue to use bad fishing practices')
 
15 Do you agree with the minimum mesh size polley')
 
16.3) Would you report to authorities some one you found using illegal fishing gear')
 
b) Why'!
 
17. What are your views on approach used to curb illegal fishing') 
Verv oood 
o b 
Good
 
Fair
 
Poor
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18 How well do you think the parties concerned with illegal fishing arc dOJl1g their pal1 
Very well 
I	 Well 
Fairy well 
Poor 
19. Where do you sell your fish (market)') 
20. Have yOLl observed changes in fish SIze you catch frol11 the lake over the years') 
lwisll to ,tum/{ yo II for your time and ('ooperatioll 
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ANNEX 2 
Questionnaire to tisheries staff 
a) How many boats are operaling in this 8rca') 
b) How many are licensed') 
c) What types of gear are used in this area') 
d) Wllich ones are considered legal or illegaP 
e) Could there be any illegal fishing taking place in the area') 
f) WI18t are the possible causes of using illegal fishing methods') 
g) What measures are taken to reduce them') 
h) Tell me about the fishing habits of the community 
i) Do you think the community makes a link between iIlegal fishing and the resulting damaging 
beha vi ors') 
j) How clo you think the cultme and lifestyles are related to illegal fishing') 
k) What is the structme and natme of your relationship with the district oflicials as regards to 
management of fisheries resomce') 
I) How do you monitor illegal fishing at the landing site') 
m) What problems do you face in monitoring illegal fishing') 
n) What problems do you find in implementing government policies on illegal fishing and how 
can they be solved') 
0) Do you thll1k the current government policies are sufficient? 
p) What changes would y01.1 like to see in the policy in order to enhance the battle against illegal 
fishing') 
I wish to t!lauk yOlt fol' your s/~fficieuf illfol'l1Il1liOlI 
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